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1. Transcription is a more phonetic interpretation, while transliteration represents the letters
exactly
2. Why transcription instead of transliteration?
• Some English vowel sounds don’t exist in the other language and vice‐versa
• Some English consonant sounds don’t exist in the other language and vice‐versa
• Some languages are not written with letters
3. What issues are related to transcription and transliteration?
• Lack of consistent rules from some languages or varying sets of rules
• Country variation in choice of rules
• Country/regional variations in pronunciation
• Same name may be transcribed differently even within the same family
• More confusing when common or religious names cross over several countries with
different scripts (i.e., Mohammad et al)
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Dark green countries represent those countries where Arabic is the official language. Lighter green represents
those countries in which Arabic is either one of several official languages or is a language of everyday usage.
Middle East and Central Asia:
• Kurdish and Turkmen in Iraq
• Farsi (Persian) and Baluchi in Iran
• Dari, Pashto and Uzbek in Afghanistan
• Uyghur, Kazakh and Kyrgyz in northwest China
South Asia:
• Urdu, Punjabi, Sindhi, Kashmiri, and Baluchi in Pakistan
• Urdu and Kashmiri in India
Southeast Asia:
• Malay in Burma
• Used for religious purposes in Malaysia, Indonesia, southern Thailand, Singapore, and the
Philippines
Africa:
•
•
•

Bedawi or Beja in Sudan
Hausa in Nigeria
Tamazight and other Berber languages
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The name Mohamed is an excellent example. The name is literally written as M‐H‐M‐D. However,
vowels and pronunciation depend on the region. D and T are interchangeable depending on the
region, and the middle “M” is sometimes repeated when transcribed. Several variations of the name
Mohamed are possible.
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Dark green represents where Cyrillic script is the script of the official language. Light green
represents where the script is one of multiple official scripts.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

East Slavic languages: Russian, Belarusian, Ukranian, Rusyn
South Slavic languages: Bulgarian, Serbian, Macedonian, Montenegran, Bosnian
West Slavic Languages: Polish
Uralic Languages: Karelian, Kildin Sami, Komi‐Permyak, Mari
Iranian Languages: Kurdish, Ossetian, Tajik
Romance Languages: Moldovan, Romanian, Ladino, Romani
Mongolian Languages: Khalkha, Buryat, Kalmyk
Caucasian Languages: Abkhaz, Avar, Lezgian
Turkic Languages: Azerbaijani, Bashkir, Chuvash, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Tatar, Turkmen, Uzbek
Others: Dungan (China), Tungusic, Chukotko‐Kamchatkan, Eskimo‐Aleut languages
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The Cyrillic alphabet is actually a family of alphabets, subsets of which are used primarily in Slavic
languages. Not all letters are used in every language in which the Cyrillic script is used.
Common spelling variations in names occur with the sounds/letters:
Y–J–I
Gh – G – H
Zh – J
After the Soviet Union collapse in 1991, some countries transitioned to the Latin alphabet. These
included Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan. In other countries, the Cyrillic alphabet is also
written in the Latin alphabet: Serbia, Croatia, Bulgaria, Belarus, and Bosnia.
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Orange ‐ current sole use of Simplified Chinese characters
Red ‐ current sole use of Traditional Chinese characters
Yellow ‐ current use of Chinese characters alongside other writing systems
Green ‐ historical use of Chinese characters; may now be restricted to artistic/decorative works or
linguistic studies
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There is no single Chinese alphabet. Instead, the major Chinese languages (Mandarin and Cantonese)
are based on images and syllables, known as monosyllabic logograms, rather than individual letters.
Pinyin is the transcription type used in mainland China, while Wade‐Giles is the transcription type
used in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore.
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The Japanese language is expressed through characters and uses more than one writing system:
• Kanji – Chinese characters
• Hiragana – Japanese writing form used when Kanji characters don’t exist; curvy letters
• Katakana – used to write “foreign” names/words and names of other countries; sharper
more square‐like letters
Any name may have several written forms, and a name written in kanji may have more than one
common pronunciation
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Definitions:
Given Name
Personal name: the name a person calls oneself, also known as the “first name” or “Christian
name”
Second Name
Called the “middle name” in America
Surname
Family name: name typically associate with the family, but can vary by country; also known
as the “last name”
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Second name(s) more common in US
Women typically take husband’s family name upon marriage.
However, this is not always the case in the US and parts of Europe:
• Some women drop maiden family name and replace with husband’s family name:
Charlotte Elizabeth Edwards marries Nicholas Andrew Bryant; her new name is Charlotte
Elizabeth Bryant
• Some women drop second name and use maiden name as the second name: Charlotte
Elizabeth Edwards marries Nicholas Andrew Bryant; her new name is Charlotte Edwards
Bryant
• Some women choose to keep their maiden name or hyphenate the maiden and married
surnames: Charlotte Elizabeth Edwards marries Nicholas Andrew Bryant; her name
remains Charlotte Elizabeth Edwards OR Charlotte Elizabeth Edwards marries Nicholas
Andrew Bryant; her new name is Charlotte Elizabeth Edwards‐Bryant
In Eastern Europe and Russia, women take husband’s surname, but it carries a feminine ending:
• Trosky becomes Troskya, Davidov becomes Davidova
• We will discuss more specifics on Russian and Polish surnames later in today’s
presentation.
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Hispanic names consist of both paternal and maternal surnames. Children retain paternal surname
from both parents legally, although they may only use their father’s surname in everyday use.
Given names may be one to three names long. In the example above, Juan may be the first name
and Pedro the second name, but it could also appear as “Juan Pedro” as the given name with no
second name.
Hispanic women do not commonly change their surnames after marriage.
It is usually easy to determine gender based on given names. Typically, only male names end with
“o”, while only female names end with “a”. However, this is not so in every case.
The suffix “ez” in a Hispanic name means “son of”. So “Martinez” means Martin’s son, while
“Rodriguez” means “Rodrigo’s son”.
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There are Hispanic influences for many names. However, Filipino naming conventions do not follow
Hispanic naming conventions.
The second name is almost always the mother’s surname.
When a woman marries, her father’s surname becomes her second name, while her husband’s
surname becomes her surname. In the above example, Aveline Elizaide Bellerose marries Alexander
James Breckenridge. Her married name then becomes Aveline Bellerose Breckenridge.
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Like many East Asian countries, the name order is reversed from the US convention.
Surnames are typically only one syllable long. The most common surnames are Li, Wang, and Zhang.
Given names are gender‐neutral.
Very rarely, a generation name is added between the surname and given name. A generation name
is one name given to all siblings and cousins of the same sex in a particular family to distinguish the
generation from their parents’ generation. If the person in the above example had a generation
name, the name would appear as Chen King Lin. Chen is the surname, King the generation name,
and Lin the given name. I have not seen a generation name in more than 12 years of working with
Chinese applicants.
Women retain their surnames after marriage, although some may choose to add the husband’s
surname before her own surname. For example: Chen Lin marries Zhang Xiaoping. Her name now
could be either Chin Lin (most common) or Zhang Chen Lin. Their children’s surname would be
Zhang.
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Korean names consist of a surname and a given name. For older generations, there may be an
optional generational name which appears after the given name. This is NOT common.
There are only about 250 Korean surnames in use. Almost 50% of Koreans have the surname of Park,
Kim or Lee. The names Lee and Yi are the same in written Korean.
Given names are generally two names. These may be hyphenated, combined, or have a space
between them. Koreans do not have second names. Two given names represent the given name,
and the person should be called by the two‐name combination.
Women retain their surnames upon marriage.
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The surname is first, followed by the given name. There is no second name. There are as many as
100,000 surnames in Japan, and their usage varies by region.
Most names are written in Kanji with a variety of possible pronunciations. Both given names and
surnames consist of two Kanji symbols each. The Japanese government regulates names written in
Kanji, and only Kanji which appears on the government list of approximately 2,230 may be used in
given names.
Given names are generally not gender‐specific, but the name ending may help you determine the
gender. Male names typically end with –o, ‐ro, ‐shi, or –yo. Female names typically end with –e, ‐ko,
‐mi, or –yo.
Women do not take their husband’s surname upon marriage.
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Vietnamese naming conventions are exactly opposite of Western naming conventions.
There are approximately 300 surnames in Vietnam, the most common of which is Nguyen. Other
popular surnames are Tran, Le, Vu, Huynh, Pham, Ngo, Truong, Doan, Trinh, Dang, Bui, and Lam. The
middle name is optional, but when used, it may indicate a person’s gender. Many Vietnamese names
are not gender‐specific. When the given name is paired with a middle name like “Thi”, the person is
most likely female. Common middle names for males include Cong, Dinh, Duc, Huu, Ngoc, Quand,
Van, and Xuan.
Women do not take their husband’s surname upon marriage.
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Indian naming conventions are based on a variety of systems and conventions, which vary greatly by
region. Indian names are influenced by religion, caste, and occupation, and they are also influenced
by other things, including British and Portuguese naming conventions. Religious influences include
the following:
• Sikh names often use Sikh as the surname or as a suffix to the name, although Sikh is also
a clan name and not exclusively used by Sikhs.
• Jains often use the surname of Jain, although this is also not exclusive.
• Most Hindu names consist of a given name, possibly a second name, and a family‐based
surname. The second name may be the father’s given name.
• Indians of the Christian faith follow British naming conventions.
• Indians of Muslim faith follow conventions similar to Arabic naming conventions.
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In India’s southern states of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and Kerala, naming
conventions are not consistent and vary widely by region.
There may not be a surname. Instead, there may be name of the family’s region or village of origin.
Names are often abbreviated, with the exception of the given name. So, for the example above, the
person’s name may be listed as K A Hari instead of Kanara Amar Hari.
Women generally take their husband’s surname upon marriage.
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Gujarati‐Hindu people of both sexes will take their father’s given name as their second name.
Upon marriage, a woman will drop her father’s given name and her surname to replace with her
husband’s given name and surname. For example, if Amaya Borun Shah marries Devan Javed Mehta,
her name would change to Amaya Devan Mehta.
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Typically, Hindu names will include a given name and a surname, with second names being optional.
If included, the middle name is most likely the father’s given name.
Some Hindu surnames denote caste, so a person of lower caste may drop his/her surname. If so, the
middle name becomes the surname. For example, Daya Nath Singh would become Daya Nath.
Women take their husbands’ surnames upon marriage.
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The given name is always followed by a religious name: Singh for males or Kaur or females. The
names Kaur and Singh are not exclusive to Sikhs and are used throughout India.
The Sikh faith opposes caste‐based systems, so surnames are not traditionally used.
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Arabic is the official language for many countries, including Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Qatar, Iran, Iraq,
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt and others; naming conventions can vary by region and religions
practiced (Muslim, Christian, Jewish, etc).
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Traditional Arabic names are comprised of at least 4 components but some variations can include 5
or more generations of ancestry and/or other components: religious titles, locations of family origin,
honored ancestor’s name, etc. Typically, there is only one given name. Some do have compound
names, which are typically of religious origin. For example: the prefixes Abd‐, Abd al‐, or Abdul
(meaning “servant of”) combined with the name Allah.
Some Arabic names include names honoring ancestors using the prefix Al‐ or ibn‐
Arabic surnames often begin with the prefix Al‐ or El‐, but the prefix may be dropped. Iranian
surnames typically indicate where the family originated.
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Due to variations in the Arabic alphabet and language, there can be numerous ways to spell a
person’s names (i.e., Mohammed, Muhamad, etc). To make it more interesting, the same man can
be called any of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ahmad Hussain
Ahmad Husain Muhammad
Ahmad bin Husain bin Muhammad
Ahmad Husain ibn S’aud Al‐Tikriti
Ahmad Husain Al‐Tikriti
Abu Muhammad Ahmad Husain
Abu Mahammad
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For South Asian Muslim names, we typically see one of the following formats.
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Traditional Asian Muslim names are determined by gender.
Components of South Asian Muslim male names include one or more religious names, one or more
given names, and an optional surname. These may appear in any order. He should be called by his
given name(s) and/or his given name(s) and religious name(s), but never by the religious name
alone.
Components of South Asian Muslim female names include one or more given names, one or more
honorific titles, and an optional surname. Honorific titles are typically one of the following: Bibi,
Khanom, Begum (married woman), Sultana, or Khatoon. She should be called by her given name(s)
and/or her given name(s) and honorific title(s), but never by the honorific title(s) alone. Some
women do not have an honorific title and have two given names instead. Women do not adopt the
husband’s name upon marriage.
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Russian names consist of a given name, the father’s first name + suffix, and a surname.
Russian middle names combine the father’s name with the suffix –ovich, ‐evich, or –yevich (all
meaning “son of”) for males and –ovna, ‐evna, or –yevna (all meaning “daughter of”) for females
Russian women retain their given and father’s names but will change their surname to her husband’s
surname with the feminine ending. Although a man and woman may be married and share the same
surname, the woman’s surname will vary slightly from her husband’s. In most cases, the letter “a” is
added to the husband’s surname to create a feminine ending. For example, if Anna Ivanova Borisova
marries Boris Petrovich Gudunov, her name would change to Anna Ivanova Gudunova.
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Polish names consist of a given name and a surname. Second names are not common.
Many but not all Polish surnames have feminine endings. Most of the time, the letter “a” is added to
the surname to create the feminine ending. An exception is a name ending with the suffix –wicz, for
which there would be no gender‐indicative ending.
Upon marriage, women take their husband’s surname, and they will add the feminine ending
depending on the surname.
There is no letter “v” in the Polish alphabet; instead the “v” sound is made with the letter “w”. “Ko‐
wahl‐ski” would be pronounced “Ko‐vahl‐ski”.
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Naming practices vary greatly across Africa based on religion, tribal/ethnic group, and region.
Christian and Muslim naming practices are commonly used.
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Nigeria has hundreds of different ethnic groups, with many unique naming practices. Three of the
most prominent of these groups are Yoruba, Igbo/Ibo and Hausa.
The Yoruba tend to live in the southwestern regions.
Yoruba given names are chosen for their meaning and may give information about their holders.
These may be chosen to reflect the circumstances under which a child was born, describes the day
of their birth, or expresses hopes for their future.
Many Yoruba names are compound words, with the following elements frequently occurring in some
part of the name: ade, ayo, fe, ife, ire, oba, omo, ola, olu, oluwa.
Long Yoruba names are often abbreviated, for example, ‘Wole for Oluwole.
Individuals may also have a Western nickname or an additional Western personal name. These are
quite often biblical names, e.g. Joseph, Samson, Moses, but can be other Western names, e.g.
Austin: Austin Babatunde Olalegbin.
Women will take their husbands’ surnames upon marriage.
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The Igbo tend to live in the southeastern regions.
Many Igbo names are compound words, frequently using the following elements: amaka, mma, nma,
chi, chukwu, nna, nne, nwa, new, ek, olisa.
Long Igbo names are often abbreviated. However, as names are often built from common elements,
the same abbreviation may be used for several full names: e.g. ‘Emeka could be short for Nnaemeka,
Chiemeka, Chukwuemeka, Olisaemeka, etc;
Individuals may also have a Western nickname or an additional Western personal name. These are
quite often biblical names, e.g. Joseph, Samson, Moses, but can be other Western names, e.g.
George: e.g. Chukwuma Moses CHINEDU.
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The Hausa inhabit the northern regions.
Hausa names are heavily influenced by Islam, e.g. the personal name Ahmad, and many compound
personal names begin with Abdul (‘servant of’) followed by one of the attributes of Allah, e.g.
AbdulRahman, Abdulsalam, Abdulmalik, Abdulaziz. Hausa names can include the title Al‐Hajj(i) /
Hajj(i) to indicate that the person has undergone the Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca.
Family names can be compound, e.g. BABBA‐INNA.
Some family names come from names of local communities, e.g. KANO, SOKOTO, to show clan
affiliation.
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Foreign visitors to the United States often face many challenges regarding their names. These
include the following:
Names are often misspelled or mispronounced
The accent marks, tildes, or umlauts are often lost
The order of one’s name may be reversed
Many change the order of their names to conform with American naming conventions
Many adopt American nicknames
Requesting the passport is a way for you to be able to identify their legal name quickly. We make the
Passport Bio Page an optional requirement since not every applicant will have a passport. If they
cannot provide the passport bio page, we ask them to format their names on the application as it
appears on legal documents like a birth certificate or national identity card.
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